
The next meeting 
of the SVSA will be 
held WEDNESDAY 
AUGUST 25 in the 
Community Room at 
the Jefferson Center in 
Roanoke VA.

Doors will open at 
7 p.m.; the meeting 

august FeatuRe aRticle

Unexpected rewards

See Feature Article, page 2

begins promptly at 7:30 
and will last until the last 
song critique is finished, 
or 10:00 p.m., whichever 
comes first.

Members may submit 
one song for critique (on 
cassette, CD, phone, 
computer, or you can 

perform it live) and 
should provide at least 
25 copies of the lyrics.

Critiques are limited to 
members only but non-
members and guests 
are encouraged to sit in 
on the discussions and 
exercises.
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SVSA
MUSIC NEWS

by Barb Martin
During my career as a performing 

songwriter, I always pictured the 
rewards of traveling, performing, 
and promoting my music as 
receiving an award, playing the gig 
of the century in front of an audience 
glued to every word I sang.

I had many fantasies of these 
things happening in very specific 
3D living color. The odd thing was 
sometimes the little gigs that I hadn’t 
thought much about turned out to be 
much more rewarding than the “big 
name” gigs. The award ceremony I 
had longed for turned out to be sort 
of a let down, too.

These days, I’ve decided to 
continue performing, but with no 
goals except to enjoy myself and 

hopefully bring enjoyment to others. 
What a relief that is! The strange 
thing is that I find more gigs coming 
my way since I stopped trying to 
seek them out and I’m definitely 
having a lot more fun.

Since I’m not worried about 
what a reviewer or a “big venue” 
person might think, I’m free to play 
whatever I want: jazz, blues, folk, the 
Beatles, and as many of my original 
songs as I want. Gone are the days 
of fretting about comments such 
as: You’re not really jazz. You’re 
not really blues. You’re not really 
country. You’re not really folk. I am 
free to be me!  

Two experiences in the last 
couple of weeks exemplify this 

BaRB MaRtiN

Members and 
guests will be 
required to submit 
their Covid vaccine 
record at check in, or 
alternatively, email a 
photo of your card to: 
mollyeotis@gmail.
com 
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breath of fresh air in my music. 
The first was being part of Greg 
Trafidlo’s show at 3rd Street 
Coffeehouse in Roanoke VA on 
August 3.

I performed one song I wrote 
and helped Greg out on two other 
songs we wrote together. The real 
delight in this experience was not 
my performance. It was listening 
to Greg talk to Tom Paxton about 
guitars; watching Marc Baskind 
carefully prepare for his part of 
the show and then play his guitar 
beautifully with a big smile on his 
face, as if playing like that took no 
effort at all. It was appreciating 
the way Greg designed the set list 
and the experience he created for 
the audience. It was having Kathy 
Acosta jump on stage unplanned, 
to sing my song Between Black 

And White because she just couldn’t 
stop herself.  

The second experience was 
watching my good friend and 
talented singer, guitarist, and 
songwriter, Denise Jordan Finley, 
work her magic in a small rural 
church in New York state with a 
choir of two people. I wanted to see 
what she was up to and asked to 
come to the service. I was touched 
and awed at the effort she put into 
making the music for the Sunday 
service and choir be the best it could 
be in this country church that was 
in danger of being shut down due to 
lack of attendance.

At the last minute, Denise asked 
me to perform something during 
the service. I didn’t have my guitar, 
so it would have to be acapella. On 
the way to the church I decided to 

do a medley of Swing Low Sweet 
Chariot and My Shining Hour by 
Harold Arlen and Johnny Mercer.

I arrived just as the service 
was starting. I wasn’t sure how 
any of this was going to work, 
but the acoustics in the church 
were amazing. It’s a performance 
that will always be special to me. 
The three-person choir, including 
Denise, performed a lovely hymn 
in an unusual way.

Afterwards we all chatted 
about my upcoming performance 
there in November. It was then 
that I was able to put a finger on 
it. I felt part of something that 
was much bigger than me and my 
performance. Having that feeling 
has given me a much bigger 
reward than any award or high 
end venue performance could.

Greg Trafidlo, Mac Walter, and Barb
Martin at an MASC conference.
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Julie Borden Kinn is 
all ears at a recent 
Kinnfolk performance. 
(Photo by Jim Cook.).

While travelling this month, they didn’t see a mule named Sal, but 
former SVSA president Mike Pearrell and his wife Linda did see the 
incredibly engineered locks at the Erie Canal Locks in Lockport NY.

Bob Schmucker performed last 
month for the Lyrics-On-The-
Lake Songwriter Festival at Smith 
Mountain Lake.

Next meeting 
is this coming 
WEDNESDAY, 
AUGUST 28.
Jefferson 
Center, 
Roanoke VA.

Doors open 
7:00 p.m.
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Live return is in the bag; next 
meeting is Wed. August 25th

by Mollye Otis
Hello Songwriters! We meet 

this coming Wednesday, August 
25 in the Community Room at the 
Jefferson Center.

The address is 541 Luck Ave 
SW Roanoke VA 24016.

If you have not done so already, 
please email a copy of your Covid 
vaccine card to me at mollyeotis@
gmail.com or present your card 
at the door. There is a masking 
recommendation in place at the JC 
and there’s room to distance.

We convene at 7:00, talk 
business at 7:30 and then proceed 
to song feedback. We are usually 
done by 9:30 p.m. or when all the 
songs have been heard. (No later 
than 10:00 p.m.).

If you bring a song for 
feedback, then please provide 25 
copies of your song lyric sheet. Put 

President’s 
Message

MOllYe Otis

them on the brown table located on 
the right wall where the amplifier 
will be. You can play an mp3 from 
your phone or play live. 

The Community Room is 
located on the first floor, straight 
ahead as you enter the foyer. Pass 
the elevator and the entrance 
is to the right of the mailboxes. 
The door is marked “Authorized 
Personnel Only.” You are 
authorized! There is a second inner 
door. Come on in! 

We’re hoping to see more 
members return each month. We 
have several new and nearly new 
members and there’s nothing 
like seeing everyone in person to 
build rapport and give value to our 
association.

Best wishes! Keep those songs 
coming! Sharpen those pencils and 
styluses and create!

SVSAers Alice and Aspen Black last month at the Putnam County 
MO Library. They’re a little weary ... they were up until 1:00 a.m. at a 
concert the night before and had an 8:00 a.m. set up at the library!
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Former SVSA president and current web master Mike Franké celebrated his 60th birthday earlier this 
month and claims that the whole concept of a “mid-life crisis” is overrated.

Would you “like” to help the SVSA 
get more followers on Facebook?

That’s all we need you to do. 
Just go to our Facebook page and 
“like” us. That’s it. Your “like” will 
cause Facebook’s algorithms to 
start considering the SVSA’s page 
for shares, postings, and a greater 
all-around presence.

We’d also appreciate your 
input. You can share things to our 
page, comment on posts, memes, 
and images, and generally help 
make our page become more 
active and seen by more FB users.

Just pop the following URL into 

your Google (or whatever) search 
box, go to the FB SVSA page, and 
“like” us. We’d really “like” it! 

https://www.facebook.com/
search/top?q=southwest%20
virginia%20songwriters%20
association
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by Dick 
Raymond
Nobody 
asked me, 
and I never 
felt like 
explaining 
why I stick 
with my 
beat-up old 
baritone uke.

But if you really want to know, 
it’s because I can’t play anything 
else. You folks with your gorgeous, 
shiny Fenders and Martins make 
my uke look shabby. And it is. 
But there it is. And with it, I can 
somehow knock out a few songs 
which give amusement to friends 
and family.

Another reason is that it’s only 
got four strings (G-C-E-A) which 
easily tunes to “My Dog Has Fleas.” 
And I have trouble with using my 
left little finger. Plus, there’s those 
soft nylon strings, so easy on my 
poor soft fingers, which steel just 
cuts to the bone. I don’t play often 
enough to build up callouses. 

I can hardly remember when I 
started with a little tenor uke. I was 
probably about eight or nine years 
old. My father played a ukulele, 
plus a regular guitar, which he had 
learned to strum in Hawaii, back in 
his Punahou school days of World 
War I.

When courting my mother, he 

would play and sing to her over 
the phone — an old-time stand-up 
phone with a separate receiver — 
and she would listen in rapture 
as he sang the beautiful songs of 
Hawaii — in Hawaiian. 

So, as soon as my little hands 
were fit to finger a string, he taught 
me on the tenor uke. Three simple 
chords at first, to which he gave 
simple numbers, C1, C2, and C3. 
These were enough to enable me 
to get through Roll Out The Barrel 
and a few others, mostly cowboy 
songs. And with my copy of Mel 
Bay’s “Ukulele Chords,” I can figure 
out the accompaniment to my 
primitive melodies.

In the evenings, when my sister 
and I were tucked in, Dad would 
sit on the edge of my bed, guitar in 
hand, and sing Abdul, The Bulbul 
Emir, The Martins And The Coys, 
and Aloha Oe. I learned by sheer 
imitation, and if anyone chooses to 
fault my present-day technique, it’s 
probably owing to my playing like 
a 10 year old. 

Incidentally — the name 
“ukulele” is old Hawaiian for 
“jumping flea.” Back in whaling 
days, when Portuguese sailors, 
with their tuneful instruments, 
stopped in the Islands for 
refreshments, the canny natives 
quickly adopted that small guitar, 
strung with catgut, and the lively 
movements of the strumming hand 

gave it a whimsical name.
At the risk of incurring the 

wrath of the author, and perhaps 
the Copyright Police, I’m including 
a few lines from an online article 
on the uke:

“In 2019, it is estimated 
that 1.6 million ukuleles sold 
in the U.S. alone. Why is the 
uke so popular today? One of 
the reasons is the price. You 
can pick up a good ukulele for 
$50-100. This is cheaper than 
a guitar. It means that people 
who don’t have a lot of money 
can make the investment. It 
also means parents are more 
likely to buy a ukulele for their 
kids. Even though it’s cheap, 
most pop and rock songs 
can be played on the ukulele. 
Your lessons don’t have to 
focus on traditional ukulele 
songs either.” ~ Anna Rivera, 
“Ukulele”

A few popular entertainers even 
made a name for themselves with 
the ukulele, Arthur Godfrey and 
Tiny Tim, Don Ho, and Ukulele Ike.

So play on, flea-hoppers, and as 
a final note, when you’re out with 
a girl in a canoe, if you lose your 
paddle overboard in a moment 
of passion, just use your ukulele 
to get you back to shore, it’s a lot 
cheaper than dunking a guitar.

THE JOYS OF UKULELES
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by Bill Stanton
 During the summer of 2016, 

Debbie and I relocated from 
Pendleton SC to Roanoke VA 
to be near family. Although we 
had visited the area many times 
before the move, it was only 
when we actually lived here, 
that we awoke to the awesome 

physical beauty of this valley.
As I began to attend the SVSA’s monthly meetings, I 

discovered that many of the members actually lived in 
Floyd VA and made the beautiful pilgrimage from Floyd 
to Roanoke and back pretty regularly. I wondered 
if it was possible to take this incredible journey for 
granted.

Eventually, I wanted my fellow SVSA members to 
see this journey through the eyes of a newcomer, so I 
wrote the song Happy Journey, and again, with the help 
of former SVSA member Randy Walker’s wonderful 
musicianship and technical expertise, we have 
converted the audio of this song that was vetted years 
ago into a video that tries to capture the stunning 
loveliness of the Roanoke Valley.

If you listen carefully, you can hear my old 
accordion in the mix.

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=RKCLmPB4aWM

Southwest Virginia through the eyes of a newcomer

Since there doesn’t 
seem to be any 
point to this image, 
photographer Larry 
Sakayama suggests 
that SVSA Music 
News readers supply 
their own caption. 
At left is SVSAer 
Josh Jones and at 
right is SVSAer Bob 
Schmucker.

Floyd County, Virginia.
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SVSA NEW MEMBER

SPOTLIGHT

My name is Melissa Webb, I am a Special Education teacher in 
Danville VA. I write folk and Americana songs. My husband and I have 
recorded a few albums that are available on CDBaby. We both sing 
and he is a multi-instrumentalist. We also have a digital studio at our 
house.

Our kids play music as well (I have 18-year-old twin boys and 
a daughter who is 17. We also have two Beagles and a German 
Shepherd, and enjoy walking them on the New River Trail. We also 
have a house in Draper VA.

I hope to join you for a monthly meeting when life permits. I invite 
you to listen to my recordings on CDBaby.

Next Jeff Ctr meeting is Wednesday, 
August 25. See page four for info.

Aku releases 
new single

A new single — Free — 
has just been released by 
SVSA member Bright Aku 
and is available on all musical 
platforms. Aku’s music is 
gathered in various places all 
over the internet and he delights 
in sharing it with the public. 

Here are some links that 
will take you to the interesting 
and passionate output of one 
of the SVSA’s most prolific and 
enthusiastic members:
Reverbnation: https://www.

reverbnation.com/brightaku
Apple Music: https://music.

apple.com/us/artist/bright-
aku/1334234890

YouTube (video): https://
www.youtube.com/
watch?v=Lvq7D5m2mvM

Facebook: https://www.
facebook.com/bright.nasa.1
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A night
of songs sung, goals met,

and a whole bunch of

 Magic
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Previous page, left to right, Barb Martin, Marc Baskind, Greg Trafidlo, Tom Paxton, Bob Schmucker, Joe 
Kessler, Laura Pole, Kathy Acosta, and Britt Mistele. (Photo by Judy Larson.)

by David Simpkins
The old saying says “bad 

luck comes in threes.” If you’re a 
pessimist, that old saying certainly 
resonates. But if you’re an optimist, 
then there’s “third time lucky” and 
“three times a charm.” Evidently, 
the number three can have a host 
of connotations, depending upon 
the situation.

On Tuesday, August 3, there 
was a convergence of three at 3rd 
Street Coffeehouse in Roanoke VA 
that was most definitely skewed 
heavily on the optimistic — the 
positive — side.

The first element of the 
convergence was the culmination 
of over a year of fundraising by 3rd 
Street Coffeehouse — helmed by 
Bob Schmucker — for the worthy 
charitable organization Feeding 
Southwest Virginia.

Way back in May of 2020, a 
goal of $20,000 was set (a total that 
would feed 100,000 healthy meals 
to needy citizens) and August 3 of 
this year was the deadline to meet 
and/or exceed the goal.

The fundraising was generated 
chiefly by donations from viewers 
of 3rd Street’s “Tuesday Tunes” 
Facebook Livestream segment, a 
weekly series of 15- to 20-minute 
mini-concerts performed by 
talented musicians who were 
willing to give up their time, 
energy, and potential profits to 
help further the cause.

The second element of the 
convergence was the choice of 
Greg Trafidlo (and friends) to 
close out the “Tuesday Tunes” 
fundraising efforts.

Trafidlo had already performed 

Left to right, Greg Trafidlo, Laura Pole, Kathy Acosta, and Britt 
Mistele. (Photo by Heather Rousseau.)

Marc Baskind. (Photo by Heather Rousseau.)
 Continued on page 11
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on the Tuesday night Livestream 
three times and his position as the 
pre-eminent acoustic musician in 
southwest Virginia made him the 
perfect choice to wrap things up 
for the charity effort.

Schmucker said in his 
promotional video for the event 
that “nobody has more friends 
than Greg Trafidlo” and that left 
the door open for a talented cast 
of supporting players and guests 
for the event that was an exciting 
component of the mix for the final 
“broadcast.”

Most all of the guests and 
friends are now or have been 
members of the SVSA: Barb 
Martin, Marc Baskind, Kathy 
Acosta, Laura Pole, and Britt 
Mistele.

The third and final element 
of the convergence was the 
return of folk music legend Tom 
Paxton to the 3rd Street stage. His 
appearance was a sparkling and a 
welcome surprise to all involved.

Trafidlo has had a long-time 
connection with Paxton, backing 
the storied musician on mandolin, 
guitar, and vocals in a number of 
live concert settings through the 
years.

Chronicling Paxton’s lengthy 
career and achievements would 
take a special edition of the 
SVSA Music News; the best (and 
quickest) way to learn more about 
him would be to drop the Grammy 
winner’s name into your favorite 
search engine and have at it. A 
good place to start on YouTube 
would be https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=i-CYL5rKu8k

This past January, Paxton had 
broadcast his “Tuesday Tunes” 
Facebook appearance from 
his home in northern Virginia; 
the August 3 date was his first 
visit in person to the 3rd Street 

Barb Martin. (Photo by Heather Rousseau.)

Left to right, Greg Trafidlo, Barb Martin, Kathy Acosta, and Britt 
Mistele. Bottom: Greg Trafidlo. (Photos by Heather Rousseau.)

 Continued on page 12
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Coffeehouse stage.
Paxton came at Trafidlo’s 

request and also because he took a 
genuine interest in the fundraising 
efforts and in what he’d learned 
about 3rd Street Coffeehouse itself. 
It was a real treat for all involved 
to share some face-to-face time 
with Paxton during the meal and 
soundcheck held at 3rd Street 
before the show.

The audience was limited to 
performers who had participated 
in the “Tuesday Tunes” 
livestream series and other 
supporters of Feeding Southwest 
Virginia, including Joe Kessler, 
a representative from Feeding 
Southwest Virginia.

It was not a full house; it 
was not intended to be. It was 
intended to be a thank-you to the 
performers, a celebration of the 
pursuit of the fundraising goal, 
a showcase for Trafidlo, and an 
opportunity to enjoy the presence 
and talents of Paxton, a folk music 
icon if ever there was one.

The show itself was exemplary 
— and culminated in headliner 
Paxton announcing that the 
fundraising efforts had indeed 
exceeded the goal (and then some). 
In that festive and enthusiastic 
atmosphere, a lot of good music 
was performed by Trafidlo and 
company leading up to the closing 
set by Paxton.

Greg (and friends) kicked 
off the evening with a cover of 
a Ricky Nelson ballad and then 
slid into several of Trafidlo’s 
most memorable originals, 
each showcasing his superior 
songwriting skills. The duo and 
ensemble performances really 
stood out. Greg then performed 
a beautiful and moving solo 
story song about how his father 
wound up in a Life magazine 

Greg Trafidlo and Bob Schmucker. (Photo by Heather Rousseau.)

Cake by Edie’s Wilflour Café. Photo by Judy Larson.

 Continued on page 13
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advertisement for Hamm’s beer 
along with Hall of Fame baseball 
player Stan “The Man” Musial. 
When Greg Trafidlo says “there’s a 
song in that,” he means it.

Barbara Martin was then 
introduced as a long-time friend of 
Trafidlo’s who has co-written with 
Greg and has released a number 
of solo CDs since the early ’90s. 
Martin performed two co-writes 
with Trafidlo as well as her own 
Between White And Black backed 
by Trafidlo and friends.

Trafidlo then brought on Tom 
Paxton. He had the audience in the 
palm of his hand from the outset. 
“This is a helluva nice place, I’m 
tellin’ ya,” he remarked. With 
Trafidlo backing on mandolin and 
vocals, Paxton kicked off his short 
set with The Worst Gunfighter In 
Texas, and then celebrated his 
Rockbridge County roots with 
Virginia Morning. The audience  
sang along with Paxton’s signature 
song, The Last Thing On My Mind, 
and kept singing to an unlikely 
original, Bottle Of Wine, a pop hit 
for the Fireballs in the mid-’60s. 

Paxton then affirmed that 
the fundraising goal for Feeding 
Southwest Virginia had indeed 
been reached, topping the original 
goal by $1,261. This brought on the 
loudest and longest applause of the 
evening. Paxton then dedicated his 
original song Ramblin’ Boy to Pete 
Seeger and asked all the musicians 
who’d been on stage to return to 
help him sing it. Thus ended one 
of the most magical events in 3rd 
Street Coffeehouse history.

Bob Schmucker, whose 
attention to detail, organizational 
skills, general enthusiasm, “get 
it done” attitude, and huge, huge 
heart deserves a great deal of 
appreciation and recognition for 
his behind-the-scenes role in this 

Greg Trafidlo and Tom Paxton. (Photo by Judy Larson.)

Tom Paxton. (Photo by Heather Rousseau.)

Tom Paxton. (Photo by Heather Rousseau.)
 Continued on page 14
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event. It’s fitting for him to have 
the last word:

“On the night of the show, I got 
my dream. I had no responsibilities 
other than putting out any last-
minute fires and enjoying a great 
show. Larry Sakayama and Dan 

Hildebrand had the A/V system 
all nailed down. Aspen Black, 
Alice Black, and Adonna Lemon 
held down the counter. Everyone 
showed up and did their part and 
we crushed the goal. The final tally 
for the series was $21,567 raised, 
providing 107,835 meals. Not bad 

for a little old coffeehouse that 
hadn’t even been open to the public 
for 15 months!” 

To view this show in its 
entirety, go here: https://www.
facebook.com/190361914329993/
videos/593045251690432

by Greg Trafidlo
There were lots of questions to be answered 

in planning this final fundraising gig (logistics, 
promotion, arrangements for performers, etc.). When 
Bob Schmucker asked me to do it, I was surprised 
when he asked if I thought Tom Paxton 
would do it as well. Tom had graciously 
done one of the 15-minute mini-concerts. I 
was blown away when Tom said he wanted 
to do it. Still am. 

It was hard to keep it a secret. What do 
we tell Tad Dickens at the Roanoke Times; 
Luke Church at WVTF? If folks knew that 
Tom was coming, would we have to turn 
people away at the door if we reached the 
coffeehouse’s capacity of 77?

Then there was Covid-19! With changing 
protocols from the CDC, and WHO, how would we 
know if folks attending were vaccinated or not? What 
about masks?

With the influx of new technical equipment at 3rd 
Street — which began months before the final show 
— came new apprehensions. Did we have enough 
microphones, cords, stands, stools? What about stage 
placement? Thankfully, it was all worked out by the 
night of the show, thanks to Larry Sakayama, Dave 
McWilliams, Mike Franké, Josh Jones, and Dan 
Hildebrand.

Some who received the e-mail about the 
Facebook livestream misunderstood it. “Where can 
I get tickets?” Steve Clark asked. He said he would 
have made more of an effort to come if he’d read 
between the lines and figured out that Tom Paxton 
would be there.

On the personal, musical side, I asked myself, 
“Will my throat hold up?” After a multi-month health 

issue, I wondered if I’d have my voice back! So I 
practiced singing Buddy Holly songs and did some 
very helpful exercises Mollye Otis gave me.

I practiced with back-up singers Kathy Acosta, 
Laura Pole, Britt Mistele, and guitarist Marc 

Baskind. We worked out a time when we 
could practice with Barb Martin. Even with 
that, would everyone be healthy on August 
3rd? 

Not having played mandolin for over a 
year, reacquainting myself with Tom’s songs 
was also an issue — plus not knowing what 
songs his set would include until a week 
before the show. Though I was out of town 
for a week before the gig, I thought about 
the show, set list, practice, etc., constantly.

Once Tom arrived we spent several hours on 
sound check. We all enjoyed the great dinner from 
Evie’s Wildflour Café (and that delicious cake – Thank 
you, Evie!). Tom and I serenaded the troops with a 
parody song, to the amusement of all. Tom shared 
tales from his storied career.

We all need to thank Bob Schmucker for his 
vision and tireless effort to make the entire effort 
— not only just the final night — of the Feeding 
Southwest Virginia benefit a success and for raising 
over $21,500 for the cause. Bob rode herd on every 
technical glitch, every cancellation, every extenuating 
circumstance — and still made it all happen with 
panache and aplomb.

The final night of the fundraiser went extremely 
well. For me, it turned out to be the best Third Street 
Coffeehouse night ever. However, few days after the 
show, a Roanoke Star newspaper misprint listed me 
as Tom Paxton in the photo caption!

I love this business!

Behind the scenes: A recap

 Continued from page 13
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TOP: Legendary folk icon Tom Paxton leads the performing musicians and the 3rd Street Coffeehouse 
audience in a finale sing-a-long of one of his most recognized songs, Ramblin’ Boy. Left to right, Greg 
Trafidlo, Marc Baskind, Barb Martin, Paxton, Bob Schmucker, Laura Pole, Kathy Acosta, and Britt 
Mistele. BOTTOM: Presentation of the poster commemorating the names of the performers for the 
Feeding Southwest Virginia / 3rd Street Coffeehouse “Tuesday Tunes” Facebook Livestream series. Left 
to right: Barb Martin, Marc Baskind, Greg Trafidlo, Tom Paxton, Bob Schmucker, Joe Kessler, Laura Pole, 
Kathy Acosta, and Britt Mistele. (Photos by Heather Rousseau.)
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The SVSA Music News functions for members 
in many ways. One of the most overlooked 
is the free classifieds section.

There are two restrictions: One is that all 
classifieds must be music-related; the other 
is that classified ads may be submitted by 
paid members only. And that’s it!

Remember: An ad is much more successful 
when accompanied by a clear photo and 
a complete and detailed description. The 
ad must contain a working e-mail or cell 
number. The SVSA Music News will not 
forward ad enquiries.

Take advantage of this free service now. 
Classifieds will run monthly until pulled by 
the person who submits the ad.

Members, e-mail your classifieds to svsa.
songwriters@gmail.com or amosflame@
aol.com. 

ABOVE: Greg Trafidlo and Tom Paxton perform at the 
Feeding Southwest Virginia / 3rd Street Coffeehouse 
“Tuesday Tunes” finale on August 3. BELOW: Dan 
Hildebrand and Larry Sakayama make sure the audio / 
visual components of the performance are operating at 
peak efficiency. (Photos by Heather Rousseau.)
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Larry Sakayama and I met at his home on the Blackwater River. Greeted 
warmly by Larry’s wife Sally (and vociferously by Fiona, the family Shih 
Tzu) I entered their spacious light-filled living room and immediately I was 
taken by the artistic beauty they have created. 

PIVOTAL PRESIDENTS

by Mollye Otis
Our interview began this way:
I hand Larry “The Keyboard and Guitar Grimoire” (Gre-

moire: a book of magic spells and invocations), a book I’ve
hung onto for years. It’s an esoteric tome that I keep think-
ing I should study, but it’s just too intimidating. It has every
scale and chord imaginable. 

So I think Larry should study it! I give it over with the
warning that it probably glows in the dark. A few pages flip-
ped through and he tells me, “They’re showing you everything 
explicitly instead of showing you a few examples and letting
you figure it out.”

And there it is right away in conversation ….
the essence of this man’s intellectual approach
to solving any problem. It is the pattern for
everything he has ever done in his career,
his woodworking, and probably his meth-
od of running the songwriters’ associa-
tion. 

People have described Larry the
past SVSA President as progress-

ive, a “visionary.” “You needed to
talk to more people,” he says with a
laugh. 

That’s another important charac-
teristic he has, of deflecting and
downplaying anything that might

See Sakayama, page 18

The Sakayama Way
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praise his remarkable 
capabilities. It’s not exactly 
humility … or maybe it is. An 
unassuming nature perhaps? 
Neither word quite defines it.

But what I do know is that 
Larry’s way of understanding 
the way things work is his 
special genius and, despite 
how his modesty keeps him 
in check, I don’t know what to 
call this genius other than the 
“The Sakayama Way.”

As our fascinating 
conversation unfolded, I 
learned there’s ample evidence 
of this phenomenon. He will 
probably despise this moniker 
that will now haunt him for (at 
least) the foreseeable future. 
But he’ll still laugh anyway.

“When I first came to 
SVSA, my first meeting, I was 
not going to go back. I felt like 
an outsider. But I did go back 
because I thought it might be 
good for me and I thought, 
‘One time isn’t a really good 
indication. Give it a little time.’

“So I went back and got 
to know Greg Trafidlo, Mike 
Pearrell, Britt Mistele, and 
David Simpkins. Then, after 
a few meetings, I thought I 
should tell them what I was 
thinking because I figured 
it might be affecting other 
people too, right? They weren’t 
intending to make me feel 
like an outsider; it just felt 
like it because there was no 
overt plan to try to get people 
comfortable.

“So I mentioned this to 
them. And then Greg called me 

See Trafidlo, page 15
See Sakayama, page 19

Larry Sakayama in his 
workshop.
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and he said, ‘I want you to come 
to my house and we’re gonna 
have these other guys here and 
I want you to tell ’em what you 
really think.’ So I did.”

“And then that’s how you 
become president?” (He’s 
still laughing…). He remained 
president of the SVSA for four 
years from 2011-14. 

Larry grew up in New Jersey 
but with a lot of New York 
City influence because his dad 
worked in the city.

“He had a strong connection 
to the Japanese community so 
he ended up knowing a lot of 
influential people in Japanese 
circles. I thought all his friends 
were boring. He knew a famous 
Japanese woodworker named 
George Nakashima and this guy 
is really well known in the high-
end woodworking business,” 

pointing to a distinctive chair that 
the artist had made for his dad.

“My dad took me over to see 
him. He had big slabs of wood and 
all sorts of stuff. I thought it was 
interesting but I didn’t pay all that 
much attention to it. Thinking back, 
what an opportunity I had with 
this world-class woodworker and I 
wasn’t really paying attention.”

Comprehension may have come 
slowly to Larry as a young person, 
but even if that’s true, he taught 
himself to play guitar.

“I was about 15 and I had 
been listening to Peter, Paul and 
Mary, Bob Dylan, and others, so I 
was really familiar with the guitar 
sound. I don’t know if you’ve ever 
heard about people who learn to 
play the guitar; you get to the F 
chord and then you stop. It’s too 
hard. It happened to me, too.

“Then we were out at some 

school function and this other 
kid is playing in a band, and I see 
him play the F chord and he’s 
playing it perfectly okay and I 
think, ‘Man, if that guy can do it, 
I can do it.’ So I went back and 
picked it up and I’ve been playing 
ever since.” 

Despite missing the teaching 
moment with George Nakashima, 
woodworking always held 
interest for Larry but it took 
time to develop. In the late ’70s, 
he took woodworking classes 
“from a fine woodworker or two 
in New Jersey (Sally and he took 
one together) but living in an 
apartment without proper tools 
precluded building anything.

“And then, in 2006 when we 
were living here, we thought we 
should get kayaks. We’re looked 
on the internet and saw these 

See Sakayama, page 20
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See Sakayama, page 21

plastic ones. Then I saw this 
wooden kayak. I’m thinking, 
‘Holy cow, look at that thing! 
Where do you get one and how 
much does it cost?’”

Motivated by keen interest 
and challenge, Larry bought a 
book on how to build this (holy 
cow) kayak.

“I read it through four 
times and thought, ‘This is too 
complicated for me.’

“I thought I should try a 
canoe instead so I bought a 
couple of books on building 
canoes. I read them through a 
number of times each and then 
I thought, ‘I’m gonna build one.’ 
It’s a canoe shape without a deck 
on top but you sit in the bottom 
and paddle it like a kayak.

“I bought some wood. I had 
a table saw and a router which 
were the two tools you needed 
plus a couple of hand tools and 
I said, ‘I’m gonna do this and 
we’ll see.’ And that was it. Sally 
used to come out to the garage 
and she’d ask, ‘Are you having 
any fun?’ and I’d say, ‘Yeah, why 
are you asking?’ and she’d say, 
‘‘Cause it doesn’t sound like it.’” 

“I still have that boat. It 
doesn’t have a full deck but it 
does have a small triangular 
piece covering the bow and the 
stern. When I was building it, 
I would walk along and tap it 
(because I do that to everything) 
and I thought, ‘Wow, it sounds 
really resonant. It sounds like 
maybe a guitar top sound.’

“I took some of the extra 
pieces of wood, glued them 
together, thinned it down to be 
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like a guitar top, and started 
tapping. You can hear if they’re 
resonant and it sounded pretty 
good, so I thought, ‘Maybe I 
can build a guitar out of this.’ I 
had always been interested in 
building a guitar but I actually 
thought I would never do it.”

“I thought, ‘Okay, I can build 
a boat. I got this wood that kinda 
sounds like a guitar top. Let 
me build a guitar and see what 
happens.’ I cobbled together 
some scrap wood and I built 
a guitar. It turned out okay; 
craftsmanship-wise it wasn’t that 
good, but it works.” 

Larry has since made 20 or 
more guitars. He has made them 
on order.

“In the custom guitar world, 
you gotta be well-known, have a 
reputation, and you have to have 
built maybe hundreds of guitars 
in order for people to recognize 
you. One of my goals was to have 
somebody who didn’t know 
me ask me to build a guitar. I 
knew that when that happened, 
I’d know that I’d have some 
credibility in this business. And 
it happened really early; I built a 
guitar for a neighbor friend. (He 
was a former SVSA member, too).

I made an offering to a 
number of friends. I said, ‘I’ll 
build a guitar for $100 over the 
cost of materials, so you know 
you’re not spending a lot of 
money, but I don’t know what I’m 
doing so you’re taking a chance 
as well. It will take me about 100 
hours or so to build one, so I’m 
making a dollar an hour.’

“So I built it for him. It was 
kinda fun, too, because he said, 
‘I want a small-body guitar,’ so I 

researched small-body guitars. We 
decided on a shape and then I built 
one for myself first to see what it 
would be like.

“The top was made out of 
2’x4’s. I have that one too; it’s 
downstairs. Then I built his out of 
decent tone wood meant for guitar 
building and he loved it. He took 

it on vacation with him to Florida 
and he met a guy from Wisconsin 
who played it and the guy called 
me up and says, ‘I want you to 
build me one.’ And that was guitar 
number five or six, so it happened 
really really early. And since then, 
other friends have asked me. “

“Just a month or so ago, a guy 
knocked on my door at 8 o’clock at 
night. He introduced himself. It was 
a guy who lived in the dorm that 
I lived in (in college) and I hadn’t 
seen him since (more than 50 
years ago). And he said, ‘I came up 
from Florida to visit and I’ve been 
looking up people from college that 
I knew.’

“He found my website 
(Blackwater Guitars) and he said 
one of his bucket-list items was to 
learn to play a musical instrument 
— and he thought it would be cool 
to have a musical instrument made 
by someone he knew.

“I explained to him, ‘I’m not 
an experienced guitar maker but 

I’ll show you what I have. But 
if you’re just learning, I think it 
would be better if you bought 
an inexpensive guitar. You can 
get a really decent guitar for … 
$500 bucks or so. I don’t want to 
discourage you, but that’s what I 
think you oughta do.

“I went on, ‘This is gonna 
cost you $1750 and what if you 
don’t like it?’ I had a bunch of 
guitars in the shop and he had 
me play them and he said, ‘I 
want that one.’ And that was it.”

It took several attempts 
early in life for Larry to 
marshal his educational plans, 
to figure out his own way. At 
Rutgers, he started out studying 
engineering, then realized that 
“engineering is just applied 
physics. So I changed my major 
to physics. Then I realized 
that all of physics is explained 
mathematically so I changed my 
major again. My degree in math 
is almost useless. Well … I don’t 
think any education is useless. 
No matter what it is, you learn 
something and you will apply it 
somewhere in your life.”

Challenging traditional ways 
of thinking and doing things 
with potent curiosity, Larry 
views things from a unique 
perspective that has led him 
to the discovery of elegant 
solutions as demonstrated 
throughout his life. And his 
willingness to speak truth in 
situations where it matters is 
courageous and rare.

“I was teaching junior high 
and high school math and 
science in the Catholic school 
system,” Larry recalls. “I used to 

See Trafidlo, page 23

“ I had always 
been interested in 
building a guitar but 
I actually thought I 
would never do it.”
~ Larry Sakayama
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have interesting conversations 
with the nuns about religion. I 
didn’t want to confront them or 
anything but it was interesting 
talking to them.”

“I had issues with the 
administration; I thought they 
were making rules up that 
benefitted the administration 
rather than furthering the 
students’ education. I wasn’t 
officially fired, but they didn’t 
renew my contract — which is 
essentially the same thing.”

“One of the students’ parents 
told me about an opening for 
a math and science teacher in 
an alternative school in Perth 
Amboy. I taught there for two 
years. This was a school for kids 
who hate school. It was a great 
experience because I mixed with 
a whole set of cultures that were 
completely foreign to me. They 
were lower economic status 
folks. These kids were having 
trouble getting along in normal 
society but in this school, we 
never had any trouble.” Larry 
taught guitar to some of his 
students.

“Then, something happened 
when I hit 30. It seemed like 
a switch went off in my head. 
I realized that … I had been 
wrongly approaching everything 
I was learning. If you got a group 
of guitar players together, I was 
almost always better than most 
of them, right? And I realized that 
I really wasn’t that good, which 
means that most people aren’t 
that good. And I just started to 
feel it differently, and to play 
differently, and to attack it Larry Sakayama and his hand-crafted dulcimer.
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differently. It wasn’t just guitar 
playing; I read things differently, 
I understood things I was 
reading much better.” 

This realization and 
understanding set the stage 
for his greatest opportunity 
yet to come. While teaching 
in another alternative school, 
Larry was taking computer 
classes at night, playing music 
in a restaurant with a buddy, 
painting houses on the side on 
weekends, and doing everything 
he could do just to survive. 

“One day when I was 
finished painting a house, I 
was driving by one of the Bell 
Laboratories locations (the 
Research and Development 
arm of AT&T) and I thought, 
‘I’m gonna stop and ask for 
an application.’ I’m covered 
in paint. I go in, ask for an 
application, and they send 
me to a room. I was expecting 
someone to bring me an 
application but in comes a guy 
who is going to interview me. 
I’m totally unprepared but I’m 
relaxed ’cause I’m not expecting 
this. He’s asking me all kinds of 
questions.

“I had applied two or three 
times before to Bell Labs and 
got rejected. I don’t know 
why I thought it would be 
any different this time. The 
interviewer said, ‘Well, you 
know your transcript isn’t 
that great’ and I said, ‘Yeah, 
that’s true, but if you look at 
my transcript which is kind 
of mediocre and you look 
at the stuff I’ve been doing 
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after I graduated (and I aced 
everything) doesn’t that trend 
line indicate something? Would 
you rather see that I had a really 
great undergraduate transcript 
and then I took a dive? The 
important thing is the trajectory.’

“After 45 minutes of this, I 
figure, ‘Okay, I’m never gonna get 
a job here.’ For months I didn’t 
hear anything … and then early 
one Sunday morning, I get a call. 
It’s the guy who interviewed 
me and he says, ‘I got you an 
interview with one of our 
departments.’

“I told Sally, ‘I got this 
interview with Bell Labs and I’m 
not going.’ And she said, ‘Why 
don’t you just go to see what 
they have?’ She talked me into it, 
so I went. These guys didn’t ask 
me one thing about what I knew 
or my transcript or anything. All 
they did was tell me  that they 
were doing research on how to 
build a mobile telephone system. 
It was interesting because I had 
just read an article prior to going 
there about evolving mobile 
telephone systems. (This was 
’78; there was no phone system 
at that time.) So, I knew a little 
bit about that; it was just one of 
those lucky things. 

“Another lucky thing 
happened. One of the guys who 
interviewed me was a supervisor 
and he asked me what I was 
doing right then and I told him 
I was doing all sorts of things: 
painting houses, playing music, 
and taking classes at night at 
Rutgers. Turns out his girlfriend 
was in one of my classes. So he 
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asks me (‘cause he’s helping his 
girlfriend with her homework) 
how I solved this one problem. 
And again, as luck would have it, 
this particular problem — I had 
the best answer in the world. 
I had a really elegant solution. 
When I turned in my assignment, 
everybody else had pages and 
pages of code — but I had just 
ten lines of code to solve this 
problem. I showed him this and 
he just looked at it and said 

‘Wow!’ and I got the job.
So that’s how I got into the 

engineering aspect of it even 
though I was a programmer, 
writing simulations of how mobile 
phone systems might work.” 

“At Bell Labs, I had done some 
very specific things that no one 
else had done but everyone else in 
the industry was trying to do, and I 
did it all by myself, again because I 
was a pain in the ass.

“I pestered my boss after the 

IBM PC came out to get one 
of those in because we were 
writing code and it was all 
on these big computers and I 
said, ‘Man, this is the future; 
just imagine a computer on 
everybody’s desk.’ I really upped 
my pestering when IBM came 
out with a computer with a 
color screen and a hard-drive. 
I wrote software that we were 
doing on the main, with these big 
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“Man, this is the 
future. Imagine 
a computer on 

everybody’s 
desk.”

~ Larry Sakayama

machines. It required a different 
kind of thinking to make it work 
on this small machine.”

“My boss got some of the 
higher-ups in the cellular 
business to come down — and 
they wanted to shut it down at 
first because they thought that 
they were going to lose control of 
intellectual property.

“I wrote a paper about it for 
one of these engineering trade 
conferences, explaining how I did 
this and then I had to give it to 
the lawyers. And they redacted 
almost all of it. So, I had a paper 
almost devoid of technical 
information but I was signed up 
to give a high-level overview of 
what I had done. My talk was 
the most-attended talk of that 
conference — and it was probably 
the least informative! But I got so 
many questions.

That became my project; I got 
to pursue it and we sold it. And 
then I was suggesting all sorts 
of other stuff to do and my boss 
was all of a sudden resistant to 
it. I worked there for 14 years. 
Twelve of them were really, really 
good years. The last two were 
kinda nuts and that’s when I 
decided to leave. They weren’t 
listening to me and I wasn’t able 
to be productive.

“That’s when I started my 
own company with four other 
guys. One was a silent partner 
(investor) and the other three 
were guys that I worked with 
at Bell Labs. We were designing 
software to help engineers 
engineer the systems and 
providing consultant services to 
companies who were trying to 
deploy cellphone systems.” 

For four and a half years, Larry 
ran his own company and then sold 
it in 1997. “I stayed on with the 
company that bought us. Then the 
company that bought us got a new 
CEO and he asked me to do a lot 
of things I didn’t want to do. I told 
him, ‘I’ll take care of the software 
end of the business. Let me code a 

little bit while I manage these guys, 
but I don’t want to manage the 
whole engineering group’ which 
had gotten to be about 60 people 
or so. So he hired somebody to do 
it for a year and it didn’t work out.

“He came back to me and tried 
to get me to do it. I said ‘No.’ He 
came over to the house one night, 
brought flowers for Sally, and said 
‘Let’s do this’. We hammered out 
an agreement and I said, ‘Okay — 
I’ll take over the business for one 
year. At the end of that year, we get 
to move anywhere on the planet, 
overseas if we like. I get to work 
directly for you with no staff. You 
give me whatever special projects 
you want but I don’t want anybody 
reporting to me.’ And he agreed.

So Sally and I started looking 
around. We wanted to be on water 
somewhere and we ended up 
finding a place here, further down 
river. He was true to his word; he 
let me move and work out of my 
home and then that company was 

sold again and bought by Agilent, 
a big technology company spinoff 
of Hewlett Packard and a spinoff 
of all their test equipment. They 
kept me on, too.

“It was not really a good thing. 
This was around 2000; the tech 
business was crashing. Agilent 
was laying off people right and 
left. And I said, ‘I should be the 
first one to go because I work 
by myself, I don’t have anybody 
reporting to me.’ My job was to 
look at new technologies and 
figure out what to invest in and I 
said, ‘We don’t have any money to 
invest so even if I find something 
worthwhile, you’re not going to 
do it.’ After nine months they 
finally let me go.

“Then my previous boss 
before Agilent bought us, calls 
me up. He says. ‘I got some more 
work for you to do’.”

Larry agreed to three days 
a week but when that proved 
unworkable, he went back to 
working full-time from home, 
flying back and forth to Chicago 
when necessary.

Then his boss called to say, 
“I just fired the head of this 
company in Germantown (MD) 
and I want you to go there and 
manage it just for a couple of 
weeks until I find somebody.”

Larry said, “Okay, I’ll go there 
for a couple of weeks.

“They’d just fired one of the 
founders of the company that 
everybody loved in this place 
of about 16 employees. I was 
the corporate guy coming in so 
they hated me. The place was a 
mess. I said, ‘It’s going to take 
you a while to find someone to 

See Sakayama, page 28
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do this and I don’t think I can 
be there for just a month or so.’ 
I really didn’t want to do it but 
I thought if I was going to be 
effective at all, I was going to 
have to agree to stay on longer. I 
thought, ‘Maybe it’ll be a couple 
of months.’ Then I went to a 
staff meeting in Chicago and 
met with all the managers from 
all the other businesses they 
had. I asked them, ‘What is the 
long-term goal for this thing I’m 
managing over here?’ And they 
said, ‘Our long-term goal is to 
milk it for all the cash we can 
get out of it and shut it down.’ 
So, I’m thinking, ‘I can’t do that.’

“I went back to Germantown 
and luckily there was a guy 
there who was a brilliant 
finance guy. I’m not supposed to 
tell anybody about this but I tell 
him, “We have to find a way to 
save it if possible — at least find 
jobs for these people.’ He and I 
worked out a plan. At the end of 
the year, that business was the 
best performing portion of that 
company. Of all the divisions 
they had, we had the best 
performance and I believe that 
the company still exists today.”

“The Sakayama Way” 
clearly honors people and their 
capabilities. 

“I used to tell my boss, ‘I 
don’t know why you ask me to 
do anything — because I just 
find other people to do all the 
work ’cause I don’t know what’s 
going on.’ And he said, ‘That 
doesn’t matter. Whatever you’re 
doing, it’s working.’

“I honestly cannot tell 
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you what I do, but I think that I find people who 
are smarter than me and I find out how to make 
everything work. 

“I was president of a company and I remember 
talking to guys from other places and they’d say, 
‘Ah man, you really did a great job’ and I’d say, ‘You 
know, I have all these guys here who are really 
great. It’s not me. Really. It’s all these guys.’ The 
answer I would get all the time? ‘It’s the guy at the 
top.’

“I’m convinced of this: the guy at the top 
can destroy it but he cannot make it work all by 
himself. He can destroy it all by himself, but if it 
works, it’s not only because of that person. That’s 
what I’m convinced of.”

I ask if there are parallels to the way he ran 
SVSA.

“In some ways. I was able to get other people 
to volunteer to do things. One time in particular, in 
the general meeting, I asked, ‘What would you like 
to see in a workshop?’ One guy says: ‘I would like 
to have a workshop on the process of songwriting.’ 
So I said, ‘Okay. That’s your job. That’s your 
workshop.’ He said, ‘I don’t know anything about 
this’ and I said, ‘Yeah, so aren’t you the perfect guy 
(to do this workshop?).’ Instead of a workshop 
of ‘here’s how it’s done,’ he posed a whole lot 
of questions and it was really a good workshop, 
because the questions allowed everybody to 
participate.”

Larry is recognized for changing the procedure 
for giving feedback in monthly meetings so that 
everyone feels welcome to contribute in a fair, 
free-flowing manner rather than according to a 
prescribed set of rules. He also started a series 
of mini-workshops in meetings. “Just keeping 
everything moving, making sure that things were 
lined up. I didn’t want dead space or to have 
people there until 11:00 at night, keeping all that 
organized.”

He also oversaw a substantial update of Bylaws 
in 2011 and instituted regular meetings of the 
Board of Directors, putting in place mechanisms 
for propelling leadership that would move the 
group forward for the future.
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How has he seen SVSA change 
over the years?

“I think we are much more 
welcoming to people who come 
in now than we were way back 
then. I think the songwriting 
has improved; there’s a lot more 
really good songs being presented 
these days. Maybe it’s because 
we’re all still learning.”

Larry has performed often 
on SVSA showcases and with 
The Panini Brothers band that 
includes fellow SVSA member 
Mike DeGiorgi. “Mike and I and 
our lead guitar player all write. 
We do all-original music and 
there’s not a real demand for that. 
It’s gotta be a listening audience 
and we’re not gonna play in a 
bar.” 

Before I left, Larry showed me 
around his handsome shop built 
for his woodworking that doubles 
as a rehearsal space for the band 
and a spot for livestreaming 
concerts.

He has on display numerous 
guitars he’s designed and built 
with elegant skill and artistry. 
A few models are in progress 
including one that will be donated 
to a charitable organization by the 
luthiers’ guild which Larry heads.

We also walked to the dock 
to see the boats that he has built, 
as he pointed out all the design 
flaws from one that he adjusted 
for better results in the next. 
His latest beauty? A gleaming 
golden canoe with black woven 
seats, intersected inside by a 

slender inlaid curvilinear piece of 
wood. The finish is a high-sheen 
fiberglass and the effect of this 
piece is like looking at a modern 
wooden sculpture.

And yet this is someone who 
thinks he never gets anything done. 
How is that possible?

I close with this question: 
What would Larry like say to the 
membership?

“Keep writing. Be kind in 
your critiques. Be honest in your 
critiques, too. Say nice things about 
my songs. Actually, I want someone 
to honestly say, ‘Man, that really 
stinks.’ That way I’ll know I’m 
getting honest feedback.”

A statement true to “The 
Sakayama Way.”

Larry, Sally, and Fiona. (All photos this section by Mollye Otis.)
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LOCAL, REGIONAL
OPEN MICS

We’ll be right back after a vaccine from our doctors ...

Most – if not all – local and regional open mics have been shut down 
due to coronavirus concerns. However, it seems that good news 
abounds and our recreations, venues, and events are shaking 
themselves like dogs just out of the water and readying to re-
open. Keep an eye out for the return of our comprehensive Local & 
Regional Open Mic listings. It’ll be sooner than later!

3rd Street Coffeehouse will continue its Friday 
night shows on Facebook via live streaming
Responding to the Coronavirus pandemic, 3rd Street 
Coffeehouse transitioned to high-tech digital live streaming. 
Friday night performances are continuing at 7:30 p.m. and 
originate from the 3rd Street Facebook site. Viewers may watch 
for free and there are virtual “hat” options for tips. Please check 
the 3rd Street Coffeehouse Facebook page for the latest info, 
updates, schedule changes, and performer announcements.

Friday Night Stage
Date	 Feature	Act	............................Opening	Act
08/27	 Mike Franke	.........................The Dan & Adonna Show
09/03	 Eric	Sommer	........................................Larry Sakayama
09/10	 Kray	Van	Kirk	......................................Betsy	Biesenbach
09/17	 Probably	Whiskey	.......................................Mike Franke

First & Third Thursdays Under The Star
Outdoor Guitar Pull & Song Circle

Sep 2  ...... hosted by Bob Schmucker
Sep 16  ......hosted by Bob Schmucker

SVSA Performing Members’ Upcoming Gigs
Since the Coronavirus pandemic pretty much 
shut down live-in-person performances, there 
has been a dearth of listings in this section for 
over a year. However, now that opportunities 

are once again arising for SVSA members to 
perform, this newsletter will once again be 
happy to list upcoming gigs for SVSA members. 
Listing is free and encouraged!
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sVsa Members’ Recordings

David Simpkins
Long Story Short — Offers 12 original 
Americana tunes blending rock, folk, blues, 
and country. 

Marc Baskind
marc with a “c”— Sampler CD of covers 
and original songs offers a taste of the varied 
styles of this accomplished guitarist/singer. 

eyes on the waterlong story shortmarc with a “c”

The Panini Brothers
eyeS on the water — Debut CD from a 
group comprised of SVSA members Larry 
Sakayama and Mike DeGiorgi as well as Chip 
Conway, Mark Earnhardt, and Scott Thomas. 
Jazzy, bluesey, eclectic, original tunes.

carved in song folk singular

Greg Trafidlo
a Different Story — An eclectic 
combination of originals and covers featuring 
old friends and new, competently and 
professionally recorded and performed. And, 
as always, straight from the heart. 

the crawLSPace taPeS — Greg’s most 
joyful CD is a compilation of all his funny and 
goofy stuff. Tom Paxton says, “Loosen up, 
sourpusses. Greg is on the loose again!”

carveD in Song— Most songs co-written 
with some of Greg’s favorite songwriters. 
Listen to audio clips at gregtrafidlo.com. 

foLk SinguLar— Greg’s third solo CD 
reflects the diversity of his songwriting 
and production skills. With SVSA-ers on 
background vocals, and Marc Baskind on 
guitar and vocals.

Mike Franke
what’S Done iS Done — A debut release of 
14 original folk and blues tunes about everyday 
life and interesting people featuring Mike’s 
fingerstyle and slide guitar.

what’s done is done

the crawlspace tapesa different story
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sVsa Members’ Recordings

Trifolkal 
SiLver — The trio celebrates 25 years 
together with a “fan favorite” collection of 
covers from the Beach Boys to Tom Paxton. 

winkin’ — This top-notch release from that 
“trio fiercely dedicated to fun” tempers the 
fun with poignancy and heart. 

winkin’ pacing the moon

Josh Jones
Pacing the moon — Thirteen of the 
strongest songs Josh has written. For lyrics, 
short audio clips and additional information, 
please visit www.jonesgroupmusic.com.

silver

dimestore detective

cup of contradictions

Mike Pearrell
cuP of contraDictionS — 13 original 
songs. Lots of SVSA musicians singing and 
playing.

DimeStore Detective — Mike’s first solo 
CD features 14 original songs. Produced by 
Greg Trafidlo; with a number of guest SVSA 
musicians. Available at Mike’s shows.

dog joggin’

Steve Clark
Dog Joggin’ — Eleven sweet and true 
amusing tunes comprise this quirky singer/
songwriter CD. Available at cdbaby.com.

The Entwined
Songwriter SeSSionS — The CD was 
released at Francis Ford Coppola’s Turtle Inn 
Resort in Belize in 2018. It’s a mix of 13 songs 
written by Dan Hildebrand ranging from real-
life ballads to feel-good ditties. Recorded at 
Blackwater Studios. Percussion and harmony 
by Adonna Lemon.

taLeS from the fire Pit — The most 
popular CD in Placenia, Belize for one week 
in 2018, the latest from the Entwined was 
recorded at Bad Monkey’s music studio, 
located at the couple’s home in VA, and 
features 10 original works.

songwriter sessions tales from the fire pit
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sVsa Members’ Recordings

from the heart of a 
cowgirl

eastern western 
cowgirl

Aspen Black
taLeS from the roaD — 15 original poems 
with musical backup. Every poem has a tie to 
a road, although the road is never the subject. 
Either the road runs through it, shows up in 
a fleeting moment, or the whole story was 
inspired by, or witnessed “on the road.” 

eaStern weStern cowgirL — Eight 
original Contemporary Western songs. 
Available at CDBaby.com/aspenblack7.

from the heart of a cowgirL — 
Original spoken word poems adhering to the 
Western Music Association guidelines for the 
cowboy poetry genre. Available at CDBaby.

horSegirL Poet — Songs and poems about 
horses, cowboys, and rural life. Available at 
CDBaby.

Lovin’ the weSt — This is the latest CD 
released by Western Music Association singer/
songwriter – and SVSA member – Aspen Black. 
It features 10 original selections, seven of 
which are road-tested favorites.

horsegirl poet

lovin’ the west

tales from the road

gumbo stylemy life

Jimmie Landry
my Life — Jimmie sings stories about his 
friends, family, and life on the road. A jazzy-
blues New Orleans-style piano and vocals 
paint a picture of 60 years in music. 

gumBo — Hot and spicy down-home jazz, 
funk, and soul that goes down easy. Ten 
originals and three covers. 

StyLe — A blend of standards and one original 
in a variety of grooves like straight-ahead 
swing, samba, jazz, waltz, and funky second-
line blues.

“There are always elements 
of me in my songs. But that 
man is not always me. But 
when I’m singing the song, 
the man has to be me.”

~ Willie Nelson
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Bill Stanton 
eLectric BiLL — Ten original songs of Bill’s 
lyrics and melodies accompanied by former 
bandmates on electric instruments and vocal 
harmonies originally recorded in the 1980s. 

acouStic BiLL — Ten original songs with 
lyrics and melodies by Bill accompanied by 
former bandmates on acoustic instruments 
and vocal harmonies recorded from the early 
1970s through 2000. 

electric bill acoustic bill

sVsa Members’ Recordings

Jerry Gilmore 
SongS for veteranS & PatriotS — 
covers topics concerning Vietnam veterans, 
POW/MIA warriors, the United States flag, 
military holidays, and the Medal Of Honor. 
The original compositions are performed in 
country, bluegrass, and southern rock styles. 
Available from CDBaby.

songs for veterans
& patriots

www.svsasongs.com

Live and in-person again 
on Wednesday, August 25. 
Check page four for info.

eyes on the horizon kaleidoscope touch the sky

Barbara Martin
eyeS on the horiZon — Jazz and all 
originals with Robert Redd on piano, Chuck 
Redd on drums and vibes, Steve Wolf on 
bass, Mac Walter on guitar, Bruce Swaim on 
saxophone, John Jensen on trombone, and 
Matt Finley on flugelhorn.

kaLeiDoScoPe — Barbara’s jazziest CD. All 
original songs, with co-writes with Joel Evans, 
Mac Walter, and Greg Trafidlo.

touch the Sky — Swinging acoustic blues 
and jazz from Barb Martin and Mac Walter.
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About Classifieds:
SVSA Music News free classifieds may be submitted 
by paid members only. All classifieds must be music-
related. Members, e-mail your classifieds to svsa.
songwriters@gmail.com. 

About articles and other written 
contributions:
SVSA members write feature articles for the SVSA 
Music News throughout the year. Members can 
submit other articles and features at any time. Non-
members may also submit articles and other written 
contributions but their inclusion will be subject to time 
and space constraints. All articles may be edited for 
space considerations and will be edited, as time allows, 
for spelling and grammar. E-mail submissions to svsa.
songwriters@gmail.com.

About Announcements:
SVSA members may list music-related announcements 
in the SVSA Music News. E-mail them to amosflame@
aol.com by the second Tuesday of the month. 
Announcements from members will be e-mailed to 
members as soon as they are received and, if still 
timely, published in an upcoming issue of the SVSA 
Music News. Announcements from non-members will 
be held for publication in an upcoming issue of the 
SVSA Music News.

About Members’  
Gig Listings:
SVSA members may submit their upcoming 
performance schedules for publication in the SVSA 
Music News. The submissions will be printed as 
submitted; the more information you provide, the 
more likely the response.

SVSA DISCLAIMER
The ideas and opinions contained 
in this newsletter are intended 
to be helpful to songwriters. The 
companies and organizations 
mentioned are believed to be 
legitimate; however, SVSA does not 
endorse any products or services and 
offers no guaranteed success based 
on the content.

We are always looking for articles 
about SVSA members and articles 
of interest to the songwriting 
community. Email articles and 
information to the Editor, David 
Simpkins, at amosflame@aol.com. 
SVSA is a non-profit organization.

2021 SVSA Board Members:
Mollye Otis – President
ashley Lucas – Vice President
celie holmes – Treasurer
David Simpkins – Secretary and 

Newsletter Editor
mike franké – At-Large Board Member 

and Webmaster
Bill Stanton – At-Large Board Member
Larry helms – At-Large Board Member

Southwest Virginia Songwriters Association
101 Church Ave SW
PO Box 2901
Roanoke VA 24011

www.svsasongs.com
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WHO WE ARE

The Southwest Virginia Songwriters Association 
(SVSA), founded in 1982, comprises approximately 40 
songwriters from diverse musical backgrounds who 
share the love of songwriting and interest in developing 
our craft. Our core mission is to meet monthly, listen 
to fellow writers’ songs and share feedback with one 
another in a supportive, encouraging and engaging 
process.

The SVSA also offers workshops, social events and 
performance opportunities for its members, along with 
a newsletter, web site and Facebook page that focus 
on members’ creative engagement and outreach to 
Roanoke and the region. 

If you are interested in becoming a part of this vibrant 
songwriting community, we invite you to audit two of 
our monthly meetings and then decide if you’d like to 
join the association. Once you’ve paid yearly dues, you 
can submit songs and contribute to the feedback ses-
sions, plus participate in all our activities.

The greatest joy we have as a group is seeing writers 
growing and reaching their potential because of the 
work we do together. If you would like be a part of this 
songwriting community, please contact us at info@
svsasongs.com 

A BIT ABOUT OUR ASSOCIATION

We have among us people who range from seasoned 
professional and semi-professional performers to those 
have never been in front of an audience. Some of our 
members have many albums to their credit, while some 
have never set foot in a studio or on a stage.  

Several members have sold songs to famous artists or 
have film and TV placements. Some play multiple in-
struments, and most play guitar or piano/keyboard but 
there are also non-instrumentalist lyricists in the mix. 
Some are singers, some non-singers, some with exten-
sive music education, many with credits in the school 
of life experience who play by ear. There are writers 
who focus more on melody and harmony, and others 
who focus more on lyrics. Some writers are skilled pro-
ducers/arrangers with a depth of technical know-how. 

Our membership includes people of all ages represent-
ing a broad range of musical influences including folk, 
Americana, blues, gospel, rock, jazz, zydeco, pop, con-
temporary, country, bluegrass, Celtic, and theatre/cab-

aret. With this mix of diverse styles, interests and skills, 
we share a rich knowledge base and learn through the 
exchange of expertise from multiple perspectives.

OUR METHOD

For the present, the SVSA meets on Zoom every fourth 
Wednesday of the month (with holiday exceptions). 
The virtual doors open at 7:00 p.m. for meet, greet 
and catch-up time. At 7:30, we may have business 
to discuss, then perhaps a brief period of activities 
such as writing exercises, mini-workshop presenta-
tions, videos or other creative activities. Songs are then 
presented for listening and feedback sessions. On any 
given night, we discuss the songs in a robust, healthy 
exchange of comments and ideas. The meeting ends 
when all the songs have been presented or we close at 
10:00 p.m. If you would like to audit our next meeting, 
e-mail us at info@svsasongs.com to get a link to our 
Zoom room.

We will resume in-person meetings at the Jefferson 
Center when it is possible to do so safely. 

Members submit mp3 recordings and lyric sheets 
ahead of meeting time and may receive written feed-
back from other members in addition to the verbal 
feedback at live or virtual sessions.

Members are coached to be honest, thoughtful, and 
supportive of one another and respectful of the work. 
Our experience has been that our songs invariably im-
prove after going through the feedback process. 

If you would like to hang out with this welcoming group 
of songwriters, we would love to meet you! You are 
invited to audit two monthly meetings and then, should 
you decide to join, pay yearly dues of $35. Once a 
member, you may submit songs for consideration in 
our feedback sessions and will be eligible to participate 
in events and benefits of membership. Contact us at 
info@svsasongs.com to be sent a Zoom link to our next 
meeting. 

THE SOUTHWEST VIRGINIA SONGWRITERS ASSOCIATION


